
Libby VanWyhe, Nature Center Manager
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Allow limited use of herbicides to treat blackberries in two 
30’x30’ research test-plots at Riverwalk park.

We are asking the commission to approve the use of herbicides to treat blackberries in two 
research test plots. 
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Approval for herbicide treatments 
would add an important dimension to 

our blackberry control research.

Extensive blackberry control work, occurred in the riparian areas of Bear Creek last spring.  
To make the most of this work we are conducing research into the effort, timing, cost and 
efficacy of a variety of control strategies.
*click*
If the commission sees fit to approve the use of herbicide in these two plots, this would 
provide the final dimension to our research.  And arguably herbicide might the most 
important dimension of comparison from a public education standpoint, but more on that 
later.
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Blackberry control efforts at NMP and Riverwalk Park

This project developed out of fire mitigation efforts that were conducted last spring at 
North Mountain Park and Riverwalk.
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Initial Conditions

A considerable amount of North Mountain Park is covered with a dense thicket of 
blackberry, which we know is invasive, it reduces water quality, and it can be flammable. 
On the other hand, blackberry provides marginal quality nesting habitat, and is used by 
wildlife for both food and cover.  In some ways, blackberry protects wildlife, because they 
create spaces where human visitors fear to tread.
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Initial Conditions

North Mountain Park has many diverse and well-cared for areas, but some of the natural 
area looks like this.  We have long wanted to transition away from blackberry dominance 
using restoration, revegetation, irrigation, and maintenance, to make NMP’s riparian 
habitat even more diverse.  But funds for that level of work didn’t exist, so the blackberries 
persisted with thickets growing denser and higher each year.
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Spring 2021 Blackberry Control Efforts

Last spring, responding to public safety concerns in the wake 
of the Almeda fire, the City and Ashland Parks and 
Recreation Commission (APRC) undertook a City-wide effort 
to remove Himalayan blackberry and reduce the risk of 
catastrophic wildfire. 
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Spring 2021 Blackberry Control Efforts

In April of 2021, APRC crews worked with contractors to 
remove blackberries 
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Spring 2021 Blackberry Control Efforts

using power tools
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Spring 2021 Blackberry Control Efforts

and a flail mower. 
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Spring 2021 Blackberry Control Efforts

The cut canes were piled.
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Spring 2021 Blackberry Control Efforts

And the piles were burned.
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Spring 2021 Blackberry Control Efforts

This initial removal treatment was used in North Mountain Park and Riverwalk Park.  
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Spring 2021 Blackberry Control Efforts

But at North Mountain Park, we realized that it would require more 
staff and volunteers than we currently have to really revegetate the site.  But, because the 
nature center staff have backgrounds in both research and education, we turned our focus 
away from finding a way to restore the impacted areas, and instead developed a new plan 
for citizen science, and public outreach.
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A photo-point monitoring protocol allows us to document 
impacts and blackberry regrowth.

The first step was to initiate a photo-point monitoring plan, that could help us document 
the work.  I want to share this because the photos we’ve taken are already illuminating.  
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Photo-point monitoring protocol 

In addition to preliminary drone photos of the park, I also established this photo point 
methodology and rolled it out just before the work could occur.  This protocol is based on 
the PicturePost citizen science program run by the University of Oklahoma.  There are 30 
points established across the site.  
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Photo-point K1.7 West - Before

Here is an initial photo taken from point K1, in a westward direction, taken on April 7, just 
before the removal work occurred.
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Photo-point K1.7 West - After

Thank goodness for capturing the initial conditions, because here it is on May 7, after the 
work occurred.
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Photo-point K1.7 West - Recent

And now, here is the same site last month, and you can see how much the blackberry has 
grown back since then.
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Photo-point H.5 South - Before

This is site H-5 on April 7
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Photo-point H.5 South - After

This is point H-5 on May 7, after the work occurred.
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Photo-point H.5 South - Recent

This is site H-5 last month, and you can see how much the blackberry has grown back since 
then.
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Comparing strategies for blackberry control, including 
manual removal, timed brush-cutting and herbicide

Working with partners from the Rogue River Watershed 
Council, The Freshwater Trust and the SOU Biology 
Department, we developed a citizen science project to 
compare several different blackberry control strategies.
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Establishing Test Plots

Map Code Plot Initial Variables
Test Plot ID Dimension Condition Treatment / Prescription

1s 30x30 Full Sun Control: in April 2021, handheld power tool 
removal, pile/burn, no further action

1c 30x30 Partial Canopy Control: in April 2021, handheld power tool 
removal, pile/burn, no further action

3s 30x30 Full Sun Hand removal: Volunteers cut and dig 4 
times per year

3c 30x30 Partial Canopy Hand removal: Volunteers cut and dig 4 
times per year

4s 30x30 Full Sun String trim once per year, in the spring only

4c 30x30 Partial Canopy String trim once per year, in the spring only

5s 15x60 Full Sun String trim once per year, in the fall only

5c 15x60 Partial Canopy String trim once per year, in the fall only

As ecologists, we are curious about a number of potential control strategies, but not all of 
them seemed to be feasible for APRC. A number of strategies were being proposed last 
spring, so we turned these suggested strategies into treatments.  Focusing on ones that 
were “on the table”, so to speak

Here you see the treatments we have established at NMP. 
You can see that plots 1 sun and 1 canopy are both our control plots.
Then we have plots 3s and 3c, where we are bringing in volunteers to cut and dig 
blackberries at regular intervals throughout the year.  These are being adopted by service 
learning students.
Plots 4 and 5 are going to experience string trimming, cutting the blackberries back to the 
ground, once per year. 
In the spring, in plots 4
In the fall, for plots 5
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Here is a map of the blackberry removal impacts that occurred at North Mountain Park.  
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Here is an overlay of the treatment plots on the map. All these plots were established using 
painted rebar to show the location of a transect running down the middle of the plot
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Gathering Baseline Data

Quantifying blackberry growth in the test 
plots, we gathered data about:

• Height

• Percent cover

• Number of rooting points

• Vigor or size class

Jen has used her field ecology experience to  develop a survey protocol using strategically 
placed quadrats along a transect.  We are assessing for the following:  
• Height: Measure the tallest plant within the first six feet (and last six feet) of the 

transect.

• Percent Cover: In staggered quadrats, along the transect, we will estimate the percent 
cover of blackberry blocking light from reaching the ground.

• Number: Count the number of unique blackberry plants in the quadrat, determined by 
number of rooting points.

• Vigor/Size: Assess the size-class of each rooting point, by counting number of stems.

Jen has gathered baseline data for all the plots at North Mountain Park, but the monitoring 
can be done by anyone, simply by following the instructions.  We hope to be able to offer 
this as a research project to SOU student interns.
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Second Phase of Treatment – Volunteer Control

We applied the first prescription in November, when Jim Bower’s class from the John Muir 
school came down to the park for service learning.  They worked in plots 3s and 3c, 
removing blackberries by hand. They used loppers and dug out the rootballs.
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Second Phase of Treatment – Volunteer Control

In case you’re curious, about how much effort it takes to clear the 1,800 square feet of the 
two plots.
To remove most of the visible blackberry took about 10 volunteer hours, and 8 staff hours 
to facilitate and execute that effort.  

(9 kids + 1 adult, 30 minutes in each plot.  Worked on two 
plots, so that’s a total of 10 hours
Jen worked 30 minutes of scheduling, 30 minutes of 
prepping the activity = 1
I worked two hours of direct facilitation of the work party = 2
Jen and I worked 1 hour of set up, and 1.5 hours of clean up 
= 5)
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Two Additional Test Plots

Map Code Plot Initial Variables
Test Plot ID Dimension Condition Treatment / Prescription

1s 30x30 Full Sun Control: in April 2021, handheld power tool 
removal, pile/burn, no further action

1c 30x30 Partial Canopy Control: in April 2021, handheld power tool 
removal, pile/burn, no further action

3s 30x30 Full Sun Hand removal: Volunteers cut and dig 4 
times per year

3c 30x30 Partial Canopy Hand removal: Volunteers cut and dig 4 
times per year

4s 30x30 Full Sun String trim once per year, in the spring only

4c 30x30 Partial Canopy String trim once per year, in the spring only

5s 15x60 Full Sun String trim once per year, in the fall only

5c 15x60 Partial Canopy String trim once per year, in the fall only

As you can see the plots we’ve already set up and surveyed, focus on hand removal and 
control with gas or electric hand tools.  We don’t have an herbicide prescription at North 
Mountain Park, but we’d very much like to compare the cost and relative success of manual 
removal against chemical control.
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Two Additional Test Plots

Map Code Plot Initial Variables
Test Plot ID Dimension Condition Treatment / Prescription

1s 30x30 Full Sun Control: in April 2021, handheld power tool 
removal, pile/burn, no further action

1c 30x30 Partial Canopy Control: in April 2021, handheld power tool 
removal, pile/burn, no further action

3s 30x30 Full Sun Hand removal: Volunteers cut and dig 4 
times per year

3c 30x30 Partial Canopy Hand removal: Volunteers cut and dig 4 
times per year

4s 30x30 Full Sun String trim once per year, in the spring only

4c 30x30 Partial Canopy String trim once per year, in the spring only

5s 15x60 Full Sun String trim once per year, in the fall only

5c 15x60 Partial Canopy String trim once per year, in the fall only

6s 30x30 Full Sun The Freshwater Trust herbicide treatment

6c 30x30 Partial Canopy The Freshwater Trust herbicide treatment

So, we hope to add two more treatment plots at Riverwalk Park, across the street from us.  
That’s 6s and 6c
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Two Additional Test Plots

Here’s a zoomed out Google Earth map of both sides of 
Mountain Ave.  At Riverwalk Park, The Freshwater Trust is 
already committed to restoring the 60-foot riparian area 
along Bear Creek.  In this zone, the Commission has 
approved control blackberry regrowth with herbicide.  While 
we originally considered placing our test plots in this 
approved zone, the timing did not work out. The approved 
riparian strip was treated before our test plots could be laid 
out and surveyed for initial conditions.

The Freshwater Trust is partnering with us on this study, and 
they are willing to slightly expand their herbicide treatment 
area to include the two proposed test plots in yellow on the 
map.
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Herbicide Treatment on New Test Plots

Proposed Control Strategy for these new plots.

• Mechanical weed control (done)

• Re-sprouts are then treated with a spot 
spray method to reduce exposure

• Herbicide application is done in the fall, to 
reduce impact to pollinators

• Only riparian-approved glyphosate products 
will be used; no neonicotinoids

• All herbicides will be handled by licensed 
applicators from The Freshwater Trust

The Freshwater Trust would take responsibility for treating these two plots with herbicide.  
They use the following control methods, which were approved for use on the other side of 
the trail, along the riparian area at Riverwalk park.

• The first step is mechanical weed control, 

• Blackberry Re-sprouts are then spot sprayed 

• Treatments are done in the fall.  Which means that we would like to move forward 
right away to roll these plots into the more-or-less standard timing of fall treatments.  

• Only riparian-approved glyphosate products will be used 

• All herbicides will be handled by licensed applicators 

The Freshwater Trust will keep track of time spent and amounts of chemical applied. That 
data will help us compare the real inputs needed to control blackberry on a fixed area.
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Further study and community education

Through our partnerships, Service-Learning students, and 
University interns we plan to treat and monitor these plots 
for the next three to five years.  
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Study Diversity and Species Composition

This is a long term study, in which we focus on blackberry control (dominance and vigor) 
specifically
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Study Diversity and Species Composition

However, we are also interested in species composition, and the establishment of native 
plants.  But at the advice of our ecology professors at SOU, we tried not to overcomplicate 
this study.  We avoided having more replicates or more variables than our site or our 
staffing could accommodate.  

A future layer of investigation could look at the percent of native vegetative cover, and 
additional treatments could focus on re-seeding or replanting to increase plot diversity. I’m 
curious about whether you all would support deepening this study in the long term.  
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Community Education

Finally, after three to five years, we expect to have some solid data, and great visible 
examples management strategies, that are easily interpreted within a public park.  

We are also excited about the prospect of sharing our 
findings with the community through Nature Center 
programs.  Eventually, we hope to invite private landowners 
and public lands managers to tour our research areas and 
clarify the pros and cons of their own management choices.  
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Staff recommends that the Commission approve an 1,800 
square foot expansion of the previously approved herbicide 
treatment area within Riverwalk Park.

In conclusion, we ask that you approve an 1,800 square foot 
expansion of the previously approved herbicide treatment 
area within Riverwalk Park. The Freshwater Trust will 
manage the application of herbicide on this additional area 
in accordance with the IPM approach previously approved 
for use within the riparian restoration project.
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And we hope that this research will help us learn how to be better stewards, and better 
share our parks with wildlife we know uses them.  Thank you  
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